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Emmanuel Constant, founder of the Front for the Advancement and Progress of Haiti (FRAPH), was
arrested by US immigration authorities on May 10 in New York City. Constant is wanted in Haiti on
at least 30 counts of murder, and last March Haitian authorities filed a petition with US authorities
asking for his extradition (see NotiSur, 03/31/95). Constant entered Puerto Rico on Dec. 24 with
a US visa issued in 1991. Although that visa was revoked in 1993 when the US applied sanctions
to supporters of the military regime, after sanctions were lifted following the September 1994 US
invasion, Constant's visa was automatically reinstated. US officials again revoked Constant's visa
in late March, after learning that he had entered the country. He was arrested in Queens, one of the
five New York burroughs, and is being held without bail.
Shortly after the US-led forces invaded Haiti to restore President Jean Bertrand Aristide to office, US
military personnel arrested 30 members of FRAPH. However, not only was Constant not arrested,
the US Embassy facilitated a press conference the following day in which Constant voiced support
for Aristide's return. The conference generated stinging criticism from human rights groups
that Constant was on the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) payroll and that his alleged political
turnaround demonstrated at the conference was just a ploy to buffer public reproachment of FRAPH
(see NotiSur, 10/14/94).
The 38-year-old Constant claims that FRAPH was founded at the instigation of the CIA to "balance"
the more radical elements of Aristide's grassroots pro-democracy movement. However, after the
military overthrew Aristide in 1991, FRAPH had free rein to go after Aristide supporters. Both the
US and the UN have accused FRAPH of torture, kidnapping, rape, and assassination of political
opponents of the military regime. As many as 5,000 people were killed by the military or their
paramilitary collaborators during Aristide's three- year exile.
If Constant is prosecuted in Haiti, it will be a sign of progress in reforming the notoriously corrupt
and ineffective Haitian judicial system. Minister of Justice Jean-Joseph Exume called Constant "a
symbol of injustice," and said his prosecution would "show people that we are willing to render
justice effectively." US State Department officials said Constant would be returned to Haiti after
undergoing a deportation hearing, but the process could take months if he requests political asylum.
(Sources: Agence France-Presse, Deutsche Press Agentur, 05/11/95; New York Times, 05/13/95)
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